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STOP THE DISMANTLING OF ENVIRONMENTAL RULES
The government has a social obligation to protect the environment;
it must withdraw the Draft EIA 2020 Notification
The Sanskrit words, Prakriti Rakshati Rakshita, greet visitors at the Indira Paryavaran Bhawan, the
home of the Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change, (MoEF&CC). They mean ‘nature
protects, if she is protected’. This ancient Indic wisdom inspired Indira Gandhi throughout her life, as
referenced in many of her letters and files. She shared a deep kinship with nature. She was also cognisant
that the environment cannot be protected without eradicating poverty. The origins and spread of the
global novel coronavirus pandemic and its catastrophic impact are a warning to the entire world. The
protection of the environment must go hand in hand with promoting public health and access to dignified
livelihoods for all.
Erosion of the framework :
India with its rich biodiversity and widespread inequality must especially pay heed now. Our nation
has all too often sacrificed the environment and the rights of our people while chasing the chimera of
unbridled economic growth. Of course, progress requires trade-offs, but there must always be boundaries
that cannot be transgressed. But over the past six years, the government has thoughtlessly — or worse,
with intent — eroded our environmental protection framework. The biennial global Environmental
Performance Index report has consistently put India at the bottom of its rankings. We were an
alarming 177th out of 180 countries in 2018, faring badly on virtually all indicators — environmental
health policy, biodiversity and habitat, air and water pollution and climate change.
The pandemic should have made the government reflect and reconsider its environmental and
public health governance. Instead, the Ministry is handing out clearances during the lockdown without
proper public consultations. The announcement of coal auctions by the Prime Minister in previously
declared ‘no go’ areas, signals that the government is in no mood to course-correct. The disastrous Draft
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA), 2020 Notification, which among other provisions, gives a clean
chit to polluters violating environmental regulations through ex-post facto approvals, will unleash
unprecedented devastation on our environment.
Opaque reviews :
It was apparent that a Narendra Modi-led Bharatiya Janata Party government would be destructive
to India’s environment going by Mr. Modi’s track record in Gujarat as Chief Minister. During the 2014
election campaign, Mr. Modi slandered the United Progressive Alliance (UPA) government and the
Environment Ministry for being an impediment to the nation’s growth. From the very start, the
government has desperately sought to project an image of ‘Ease of Doing Business’ to the world, mindless
of consequences. It formed multiple committees, diluted laws and regulations across the board, and
opened up vast tracts of forest land to a select few in the private sector.
In 2014, the T.S.R. Subramanian Committee was set up to review six major environmental laws.
Another committee was formed to amend the Coastal Regulation Zone (CRZ), 2011 Notification. Both
faced immense criticism for opacity and not consulting a wide range of stakeholders. The TSR Committee
Report was never released, but some of its recommendations were surreptitiously implemented. On
similar lines, the 2018 CRZ Notification was rejected by the National Fishworkers Forum and other
stakeholders, for threatening the livelihoods of fishing communities and destroying coastal ecology along
India’s 7,500-km long coastline. These communities contribute more than ₹50,000 crore annually to the
Indian economy. They are severely impacted by climate change and natural disasters and are left to fend
for themselves by the government. Likewise, the National Board for Wildlife, the Forest Advisory
Committee and Expert Appraisal Committees are approving projects in and around protected wildlife
areas without following due process.
The North Indian plains and the National Capital Region are engulfed in a debilitating smog year
after year. According to a study in the British journal, The Lancet, 12.4 lakh deaths i.e. 12.5% of all deaths
in India in 2017, could be attributed to air pollution. Yet, there has been no concerted action to address
this public health emergency. Instead of stringent measures to control emissions from thermal power
plants, the government extended deadlines for compliance and has made a U-turn on clean coal.
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Attack on Adivasis :
The government’s greatest assault has been reserved for the land and the rights of Adivasis and
other traditional forest dwellers. The historic Forest Rights Act (FRA), 2006 was passed by the UPA
government to undo centuries of injustice. Our deep cultural traditions as well as experience from all over
the world have demonstrated that well-defined land rights to forest dwellers are beneficial for both
marginalised populations and the environment. The twisted interpretation and shoddy implementation of
the FRA, 2006, has led to Adivasis and forest-dwelling communities being harassed by the Forest
Department. Their legal claims to land are buried in bureaucracy. The FRA link to project approvals has
been abandoned in practice, and the curtailment or elimination of public hearings means that civil society
and independent or concerned voices are muzzled.
Indira Gandhi had once said that forest development corporations had become forest destruction
corporations. The veracity of her observation is borne out by several proposals or actions that militate
against the interests of forest dwellers.
For example, there is a proposal to overhaul the colonial Indian Forest Act, 1927 to give enhanced
policing and quasi-judicial powers of the forest officials. It gives forest officials powers to use firearms
with unjustified levels of immunity from prosecution. Earlier, the Compensatory Afforestation Fund Act,
2016 was passed by the government in both Houses of Parliament, ignoring the Opposition which pointed
out that it bypasses the FRA, 2006, and disempowers Adivasis, forest dwellers and gram sabhas.
Promote public health :
In the name of reforms, the government rolled out the red carpet for crony capitalists,
systematically disenfranchised the marginalised and vulnerable populations, and abandoned its
responsibility to both domestic and international commitments on climate change and environmental
protection. This is a completely wrong way to go about things.
The government should recognise it has a social obligation to protect the environment and
promote public health. India’s environmental protection framework is not a regulatory burden and the
government must incentivise industry to shift its mindset from clearances to compliance. The Micro,
Small and Medium Enterprises (MSME) sector must be subsidised to follow green norms. Nobody denies
that India needs a modern EIA framework. But it must be based on best available scientific knowledge,
enhanced public participation and regular social audits. The concept of cumulative impacts of projects in
a region or ecology — on the Ganga, for example, must be adopted. You cannot have ‘Nirmal Ganga’
without ‘Aviral Ganga’.
India as a green hub :
Simply put, the government must stop dismantling India’s environmental regulations. An essential
first step is to withdraw the Draft EIA 2020 Notification. What is essential is widespread public
consultation to shape a national agenda that will place India at the forefront of the battle against global
warming and pandemics. We have an incredible opportunity to reset our economy and demonstrate
leadership to the world with a growth strategy that transforms India into a green manufacturing hub. The
erstwhile Planning Commission’s expert group report on low carbon growth strategy and the many
suggestions in the 2019 Congress Manifesto can be a starting point. In times of mass reverse migration,
environment protection through public works programmes including afforestation and watershed
development, can be turned into a grass-roots movement involving youth, women, communities, gram
sabhas and non-governmental organisations. Indira Gandhi was the first major world leader to recognise
the environmental crisis confronting the world in Stockholm in June 1972. Can India once again rise to the
greatest challenges of the 21st century?
DEFINITIONS:
 Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)
(noun) – a process of evaluating the likely
environmental impacts of a proposed project or
development, taking into account inter-related
socio-economic, cultural and human-health
impacts, both beneficial and adverse.

 dismantle (verb) – demolish, destroy, knock
down.
 obligation (noun)
– duty,
responsibility,
commitment, requisite, necessity.
 climate change (noun) – a long-term change in
the Earth’s climate, or of a region on Earth.
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 Indic (adjective) – referring to the Indo-Aryan
languages.
 wisdom (noun) – knowledge, learning,
philosophy.
 kinship (noun) – understanding, connection,
sympathy, closeness, bond.
 cognisant (adjective) – aware, well informed
about, familiar with.
 eradicate (verb)
– remove, get
rid
of,
eliminate, discard, abolish.
 catastrophic (adjective) – destructive, ruinous,
disastrous.
 hand in hand (phrase) – closely together, in
partnership, conjointly.
 public health (noun) – the branch of medicine
handling public health; public health is also the
science of protecting and improving the health
of people and their communities through
education, policy making and research for
disease and injury prevention.
 dignified (verb) – distinguished, proud,
respected, impressive.
 livelihood (noun) – means of making a living
with the basic necessities (food, water, shelter
and clothing); means of support, subsistence,
source of income.
 erosion (noun) – destruction, deterioration,
decline, weakening.
 biodiversity (noun) – the existence of a number
and variety of species (plants & animals) in a
particular geographic region/environment.
 framework (noun) – structure, system.
 inequality (noun) – Inequality is simply defined
as “the state of not being equal, especially in
status, rights and opportunities; imbalance,
unevenness, disproportion, disparity.
 pay heed (phrase) – pay attention to, take
notice of, listen to.
 chase a chimera (noun) – follow an illusion.
 chimera (noun) – illusion, false impression,
deceptive appearance.
 trade-off (noun) – a situation in which you
must choose between (balance) two things that
are opposite or cannot be had at the same
time; a compromise; swap, exchange.
 unbridled (adjective)
– unrestrained,
unconstrained, uncontrolled.
 transgress (verb) – breach, violate, disobey,
contravene.
 thoughtlessly (adverb) – uncaringly, heedlessly,
unmindfully.
 erode (verb) – (gradually) deteriorate, destroy,
spoil.
 intent (noun) – aim, purpose, objective.

 biennial (adjective) – taking place/happening
every two years.
 Environmental Performance Index (EPI) (noun)
– The EPI offers a scorecard that highlights
leaders and laggards in environmental
performance and provides practical guidance
for countries that aspire to move toward a
sustainable future. Overall EPI rankings indicate
which countries are best addressing the
environmental challenges that every nation
faces.
 alarming (adjective) – worrying, disturbing,
shocking/distressing.
 fare (verb) – perform, proceed, progress.
 virtually (adverb) – practically, more or less,
effectively.
 indicator (noun) – measure, index, gauge.
 habitat (noun) – natural environment, natural
territory, natural surroundings.
 reflect (verb) – review, study, think about,
deliberate.
 hand out (phrasal verb) – distribute, dispense,
give out, issue.
 course correct (phrase) – fix a situation where
there is a problem.
 disastrous (adjective)
–
terrible/horrible,
shocking, unfortunate, ill-fated, detrimental.
 provision (noun)
–
term,
clause,
requirement/condition.
 clean chit (noun) – In India, the expression is
used to mean ‘cleared of any wrongdoing’.
Native speakers of English prefer to use ‘clean
sheet’, instead.
 ex
post
facto (adjective)
– backdated,
retroactive, backward-looking.
 unleash (verb) – let loose, release, set free.
 unprecedented (adjective) – not done or
experienced before.
 devastation (noun) – destruction, damage,
havoc/wreckage.
 opaque (noun) – non-transparent, murky,
muddied, ambiguous, cryptic.
 apparent (adjective) – evident/clear, visible,
noticeable, recognizable.
 go by (phrasal verb) – to form an opinion about
someone/something from the experience.
 campaign (noun) – a set of organized actions to
achieve an ambition; drive/effort, movement.
 slander (verb) – defame, misrepresent, give
someone a bad name, tell lies about, make
false statements.
 impediment (noun) – hindrance, obstacle,
obstruction.
 desperately (adverb) – awfully, terribly.
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 seek (verb) – try, attempt, work towards.
 mindless (adjective) – thoughtless, senseless,
careless.
 consequence (noun) – outcome, ramification,
repercussion.
 diluted (adjective) – weakened/reduced (in
value).
 across the board (phrase) – applying to all.
 open up (phrase) – make available.
 vast (adjective) – huge, extensive, massive.
 tract (noun) – area, region, swathe.
 set up (phrasal verb) – establish, start/begin,
inaugurate, create.
 Coastal Regulation Zone (CRZ) (noun) – In
India, the Coastal Regulation Zone (CRZ) Rules
govern human and industrial activity close to
the coastline, in order to protect the fragile
ecosystems near the sea. They restrict certain
kinds of activities — like large constructions,
setting up of new industries, storage or disposal
of hazardous material, mining, reclamation and
bunding – within a certain distance from the
coastline.
 immense (adjective) – huge, extremely large.
 opacity (noun) – obscurity, lack of clarity,
unclearness.
 stakeholder (noun) – a person with an interest
in something.
 surreptitiously (adverb) – secretively, secretly,
stealthily, furtively, covertly, clandestinely.
 ecology (noun) – preservation, protection; the
scientific study of the distributions, abundance
and relations of organisms and their
interactions with the environment.
 fend for oneself (verb) – take care of oneself,
look after oneself, manage by oneself.
 appraisal (noun) – assessment, evaluation,
consideration.
 due process (noun) – fair treatment (per
established principles & procedures).
 engulf (verb) – overwhelm, inundate, swamp,
overtake, affect powerfully.
 debilitating (adjective) – weakening, disabling,
paralyzing, undermining, impairing.
 attribute (verb) – ascribe, assign, connect/
associate with.
 concerted (adjective)
– coordinated,
collaborative, joint; forceful, intense, strong.
 address (verb) – tackle, deal with, attend to, try
to sort out.
 stringent (adjective) – strict/stern, severe,
tough/rigorous.
 measure (noun) – course of action, action,
step, procedure.

 compliance (noun) – conformity, observation,
adherence.
 U-turn (noun)
– about-turn, reversal
of
policy, change of mind/plan, about-face, sea
change.
 clean coal (noun) – “Clean coal” usually means
capturing
carbon
emissions
from
burning coal and storing them under the earth.
 assault (noun) – attack, offensive, incursion.
 dweller (noun) – native community, local
people, (permanent) resident.
 undo (verb) – cancel, reverse, revoke, nullify,
invalidate.
 demonstrate (verb)
– reveal,
indicate,
manifest, express.
 marginalised (adjective) – relating to the
people who are treated as insignificant, treated
as unimportant, neglected.
 interpretation (noun)
– understanding,
reading, meaning, explanation.
 shoddy (adjective)
– poor-quality/inferior,
careless, improper.
 lead to (verb) – cause, give rise to, result in,
bring on.
 harass (verb) – oppress, persecute, attack
repeatedly.
 bureaucracy (noun) – officials (in the
administration,
government,
the
establishment) as a group.
 in practice (phrase) – in reality, actually,
practically, effectively.
 curtailment (noun) – reduction, limitation,
restriction, decrease, lessening.
 muzzle (verb) – silence, censor, suppress,
stifle, restrain.
 veracity (noun)
– truthfulness,
accuracy,
correctness.
 borne out past participle of bear out (phrasal
verb) – confirm, validate, vindicate, justify/
support (a claim).
 militate (verb)
– work
against,
resist,
hinder/oppose.
 interest (noun) – benefit, advantage, concern.
 overhaul (verb) – rebuild, remodel, rework,
restructure, revamp.
 policing (noun) – the enforcement of rules/
regulations.
 quasi-judicial (adjective) – relating to the
actions by any non-judicial body or government
entity in which there are hearings, orders,
judgements and other activities similar to those
conducted by courts.
 immunity (noun) – exemption, exception,
freedom, release (from legal proceedings).
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 prosecution (noun) – legal action/trail, legal
proceeding, litigation.
 afforestation (noun) – the effort to plant trees
in barren (unproductive) lands so as to create a
forest.
 deforestation (noun) – it is when humans
remove or clear large areas of forest lands and
related ecosystems for non-forest use.
 point out (phrasal verb) – identify, mention,
indicate, draw attention to.
 bypass (verb) – circumvent, avoid, dodge.
 disempower (verb) – make someone less
powerful.
 in the name of (phrase) – for the sake of, at the
behest of.
 roll out the red carpet (phrase) – to provide
someone (especially a guest) special treatment.
 crony capitalism (noun) – it is a term describing
an economy in which success in business
depends on close relationships between
business people and government officials. A
person who is involved in this relationship is
called as crony capitalism.
 disenfranchise (verb)
–
stripe/deprive
(someone) of a right or privilege.
 vulnerable (adjective) – relating to a weak/
neglected person who is in need of special
care/support; unsafe, unprotected, at risk.
 go about (phrasal verb) – start, begin, embark
on.
 regulatory (adjective)
– governmental,
supervisory, organizational, controlling.
 regulatory
burden (noun)
– compliance
burden; it includes all costs that result from
mandatory obligations placed on businesses by
public authorities on the basis of a law, decree
or similar act.
 subsidise (verb) – support, finance, contribute
to, provide finance for. (it generally means “pay
part of the cost of something, so that it is
available at a lower price”).

 incentivise (verb) – encourage, motivate,
galvanize.
 green norms (noun) – norms to be followed in
a bid to fight climate change threats through
improved energy efficiency projects.
 cumulative (adjective) – collective, aggregate,
total.
 hub (noun) – centre, centre of activity, focal
point.
 put simply/simply put (phrase) – used for
saying that you are just giving the basic facts
about a complicated situation.
 at/in the forefront of (phrase) – be in a
leading/front/important position
in an
important activity.
 global warming (noun) – it is the unusually
rapid increase in Earth’s average surface
temperature over the past century primarily
due to the greenhouse gases released as
people burn fossil fuels.
 incredible (adjective)
– unbelievable
unimagined, unthinkable.
 reset (verb) – re-establish.
 erstwhile (adjective) – old, previous, former,
then.
 manifesto (noun) – (policy) statement,
declaration, pronouncement.
 migration (noun) – the (temporary) movement
of people from one region to another – either
within a country or across national borders in
order to find work or better living conditions.
 reverse migration (noun) – a process in which
migrants go back to their place of origin.
 watershed (moment) (noun) – it used to mean
‘important changes’ or the ‘turning point’ in a
situation or event. The event that marks a
historic change; historic moment.
 grass-roots (noun) – the most basic level of an
organisation.
 confront (verb) – trouble, bother, burden,
beset, cause trouble to.
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